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1.

Introduction

FinMark Trust, together with other Funders including the Micro Finance Regulatory
Council, the Ford Foundation and South African National Treasury have contracted
Shisaka Development Management Services to undertake research into the working
of township residential property markets. The purpose of this study is to:
n

Understand the current dynamics of township residential property markets in
South Africa including the components that contribute towards their functionality
and or dysfuntionality, and to frame this understanding in a conceptual model that
might be analyzed in policy terms.

n

Inform policy and strategy directions which would result in the better workings of
housing markets in township areas which have previously lacked appropriate and
effective access.

n

Inform policy and strategy directions on how to maximize the asset creation
potential of the state’s housing subsidy. The overall terms of reference propose
that township housing markets be researched from a number of perspectives
utilising various research methodologies and tools.

This report sets out the preparatory work and proposals for the fieldwork to be
undertaken in Phase 2, including the methodology, site selection and development of
the survey instruments.
Figure 1 : Methodology for the Research
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Phase 2: Detailed Research will focus on obtaining a detailed understanding of how
Township residential property markets have and currently operate, with an emphasis
on the secondary market.
Given the need to understand each sub-market within its context it is proposed that a
total of 18 survey sites are selected and subjected to detailed investigation. The
survey sites should be spread nationally so as to determine national trends, but also
be cost effective in respect of surveying.
In order to obtain a detailed understanding of the residential property market within
each survey site the following research will be undertaken in respect of each site:
n

Context: The context of the site will be investigated to document the historical,
regulatory, governance, economic and social trends that impacted on the
residential property market in the area. This will be undertaken through a review
of literature pertaining to the area, as well as discussions with Local
Government officials, politicians, community leaders, and other relevant
professionals.

n

Deeds search: A deeds search, where relevant, will be undertaken to quantify
the extent to which formal ownership of properties has been transferred in the
area. The deeds search will quantify the number and value of properties sold on
a formal basis annually since 1990.

n

Interviews with estate agents and developers: Interviews will be held with
estate agents and developers that operate in the area to obtain their
perspective on the way in which the primary and secondary markets are
operating in the area.

n

Interviews with long-term local resident: Interviews will be conducted in
each survey location with two to three local long-term residents, with a view to
eliciting general perceptions on the nature of the area, community, its history
and any issues specific to housing, especially the purchasing and sale of
housing. These informants will be recruited via local community organisations
such as churches or local resident committees.

n

Windshield survey: This will comprise a visual assessment of the area to
determine, in general terms, the extent of investment by households in respect
of their residential properties and the standard and quality of investment in the
residential infrastructure (engineering and social) and how these are being
maintained. Wherever possible the visual data will be recoded, i.e.
photographed for comparative and contextual purposes.

n

Households survey: A social survey of a random sample of household heads
in the area will be undertaken to obtain an understanding of the basis by which
such households acquired their property, how they financed the
purchase/development, how they are using it to create wealth, mobilise capital
or generate income and their future plans in respect of their property. This
survey will comprise personal interviews. The questionnaire will be framed so
as to directly respond to the research questions specified in section 3 above.

n

Survey of entrepreneurs: Over and above the survey of households regarding
their participation in the housing market, and the leveraging of their properties
to generate income, it is proposed that a social survey of small and medium
sized entrepreneurs in the area be undertaken. This survey will comprise
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telephonic interviews to determine the extent to which such entrepreneurs use
their residential property to mobilise capital or as a factor of production in their
business venture. Interviewees will be identified through sampling the contact
lists of enquiry desks of SME business support centres or programmes, local
commercial associations, etc. in each of the metropolitan areas in which the
household surveys were conducted.
This report covers both the social survey as well as contextual research components.

2.

Survey Site Selection

2.1.

Overall Site Requirements

The overall research approach proposes that the research be undertaken in three
geographic areas, namely:
n

Johannesburg / East Rand

n

Durban, and

n

Cape Town

The following segmentation of housing sub-markets will be used.
n

Old Township housing stock

n

Private sector housing stock

n

RDP housing stock

n

Informal housing stock

These are detailed below.
A total of 18 survey sites covering the geographic as well as sub-market
segmentation is proposed, and set out in the table below.
Table 1: Survey Sites
Old
Township
Stock

Private Sector
Stock
Medium
Income

Upper
Income

1

RDP
Stock

Informal Stock

Total

Informal
Settlement

Site &
Service
Schemes

1

1

1

7

1

1

1

5

Johannesburg /
East Rand

2

1

Durban

1

1

Cape Town

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

Total

4

3

2

3

3

3

18
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2.2.

Selection criteria

Set out below are the primary selection criteria, based on the definition of the various
housing sub-markets. 1
Table 2: Property Sub-Market Definitions
Property SubMarket
Old Township
stock

Private sector
stock

RDP stock

Definition
§

Old Township housing stock

§

Comprises a formal housing unit including freestanding
houses, cluster houses and flats.

§

Stock was provided by Government [national, provincial or
local] so as to provide rental housing to Africans.

§

Most common form of house provided in respect of African
Townships was a four-roomed house typically known as a
51/6 or 51/9 [provided with an internal toilet].

§

The stock is provided as rental tenure whereby a person or
household is allowed to live in the unit, on the basis of a
lease agreement where they agree to pay a monthly rental
to the relevant sphere of government. Efforts to sell off
these units to current tenants is currently occurring.

§

Comprises non-subsidised formal housing developed by
the private sector.

§

This category can be further sub-divided into:
o

middle income; and

o

upper income housing sub-sectors

§

The type of housing typically comprises a formal
freestanding housing unit developed by a private sector
developer who sells the unit to a buyer on some form of
long term leasehold [99 years] or freehold title.

§

RDP stock comprises housing stock built as part of the
national housing subsidy programme since 1994.

§

The stock comprises either
o

A formal freestanding housing unit developed either
by a private sector developer or Local Authority who
provides the house to a beneficiary on an ownership
basis. The house is funded either entirely or partially
through a grant provided by government. In the case
of the house being partially funded the beneficiary is
required to provide the outstanding amount in cash or

1

The sub-markets are as per the scoping report preapred for this project, Scoping of the South African Residential Property
Market Sub-Sectors (Finm0004/2 October 2003)
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Property SubMarket

Definition

to raise a loan to cover the amount.

Informal stock

2.3.

o

A flat, cluster or freestanding housing unit developed
by an institution for rental. The unit is funded either
entirely or partially through a grant provided by
government resulting in the unit being provided at a
reduced rate.

o

A site with funding provided for the top structure which
is built either by the owner or a builder appointed by
the owner through a peoples housing process. The
site and top structure are funded through a grant
provided by government.

§

Informal stock comprises informal dwellings erected by the
occupants using non conventional building materials.

§

This sub-market can be further sub-divided into:
o

Informal settlements where the structures have been
erected on the land without permission of the owner.
Use rights may be provided by a self proclaimed
landlord who may require rental payments. Services
are generally rudimentary.

o

Site and service schemes where the structures have
been erected on the land with permission of the owner
(normally Government) and may include a transfer of
title to the occupant of the shack either initially or over
time.

Preliminary Site Selection

Set out below are the preliminary sites selected in consolation with team members.
Key considerations in the selection include:
n

Conformity to the above overall sub-market dentitions;

n

A high degree of homogeneity in the geographic location (i.e. township or
suburb);

n

The availability of existing research and data on the selected area; and

n

Manageability in respect of physicals access, physical site inaction and the social
survey prices.

The final survey sites selected are indicated below.
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2.3.1.

Johannesburg / East Rand Sites

The following is the list of research sites in the Johannesburg / East Rand area.
Table 3: Johannesburg / East Rand Sites
No.

Area

Township

Extension / Suburb

Housing Sub-Market Type

1

Johannesburg

Soweto

Protea North

Private Sector – Middle Income

2

Johannesburg

Soweto

Diepkloof Ext. 1 & 2

Private Sector – Upper Income

3

Johannesburg

Soweto

Dube

Old Township stock

4

Johannesburg

Soweto

Kliptown

Informal Settlement

5

East Rand

Katlehong

Phooko Ext. 1 & 2

Old Township stock

6

East Rand

Tsakane

Ext. 11 and 15

RDP housing

7

Johannesburg

Grassmere

Fine Town

Site & Service

2.3.2.

Durban Sites

The following is the list of research sites in the Johannesburg / East Rand area.
Table 4: Durban Sites
No.

Area

Township

Extension / Suburb

Housing Sub-Market Type

8

Durban

Umlazi

Lamontville

Old Township stock

9

Durban

Inanda

Glebe

Private Sector – Middle Income

10

Durban

Newlands

Westriche &
Riverdene

RDP

11

Durban

Ntuzuma

C Section (Lindelani
Informal)

Informal Settlement

12

Durban

Umlazi

A Section:
Ntokozweni

Site & Service

2.3.3.

Cape Town Sites

The following is the list of research sites in the Johannesburg / East Rand area.
Table 5: Cape Town Sites
No.

Area

Township

Extension / Suburb

Housing Sub-Market Type

13

Cape Town

Langa

Bunga (Harlem)

Old Township Stock

14

Cape Town

Khayelitsha

Elita Park

Private Sector – Middle Income

15

Cape Town

Langa

Settlersway – Phase
1

Private Sector – Upper Income

16

Cape Town

Delft

Delft South

RDP

17

Cape Town

Khayelitsha

Mewway Road

Informal Settlement

18

Cape Town

Khayelitsha

Site B, Q Area

Site & Service
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3.

Social Survey Methodology

The social survey component comprises a household survey as well as a survey of
entrepreneurs. The methodology and research instruments for both surveys are
addressed below.

3.1.

Overall Considerations

The social survey of households will investigate how housing assets are required,
created, viewed and used or not used to generate income and release capital.
The social survey of small scale entrepreneurs will be undertaken to assess the
extent to which they have used housing to mobilize capital or generate income or as
a factor of production in their business ventures

3.1.1.

Objectives of the Study

The objective of the household and entrepreneur surveys is to gain an understanding
of the township property residential markets.
The household survey aims to understand the consumer behaviour in terms of the
following:
n

Utility / Need of the property (functional & psychological)

n

Affordability

n

Socio-cultural dimensions important in the understanding of township residential
property markets

n

The role of Location / Amenity in township residential property markets

n

Investment value of property

n

Finance aspects

n

Sense of security

The entrepreneur survey (SME) aims to create an understanding of the role that
property plays in the establishment, financing and operations of the small business. It
aims to specifically create an understanding of the following:
n

The nature of the business

n

The extent to which property was used to mobilize capital for the business
venture

n

The role of the property in generating income

n

The role of property in production of business ventures

n

Socio-cultural dimensions important in the understanding of township residential
property markets

n

Investment value of property

Shisaka Development Management Services (Pty) Ltd.
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3.1.2.

Survey Sites

100 households will be included from each of the property types, in the areas
specified in Section 2.1 above. A total of 18 sites will be surveyed.

3.1.3.

Community Consultation

Involving the researched communities is essential in the research process to ensure
cooperation, participation and honest, accurate information. The researched
community needs to understand both the purpose of the research and how their
participation can benefit the community at large, even if it is only indirectly.
Progressus will be responsible for the outreach to, and preparation of the community.
A process will be initiated in the community to reach relevant community leaders and
councilors.
This consultation process will ensure the independent status of the researchers and
enhance the participation, regardless of the current atmosphere in the community.
The consultation is essential to the success of the survey.

3.2.

Qualitative Investigations

3.2.1.

Testing the Survey Instruments

Preliminary qualitative interviews have been in held in formulating the questionnaires.
Further in-depth qualitative interviews will be conducted with relevant people in each
community. The interviews will serve the dual purpose of cross checking the answer
categories in the questionnaire and their relevance for the community, as well as
creating an in-depth understanding of the dynamics involved in residential township
properties.
A snowball sampling method will be followed, where community leader(s) will be
interviewed about the meaning of property in the community, and a further reference
be obtained from them to access interesting people in the community to interview.
Possible respondents will also be identified through interesting properties in the area.

3.2.2.

Focus Groups – Qualitative Supplementary Insights

One focus group will be arranged in each area, for each housing type included in the
study. A trained facilitator from Progressus will conduct focus groups in the preferred
language of the respondents. The principles of the Free Attitude Interview, developed
by Dr. Ineke Meulenberg-Buskens will be used. This technique allows for data to be
obtained in an unbiased manner and assist respondents to discuss freely their
knowledge, ideas, experiences and values related to the subject under discussion.
Respondents will receive a small reward to thank them for their time and effort to
attend the discussion. Refreshments will be served at the focus group discussion.
All focus group discussions will be recorded. After the focus group discussion, the
recordings will be translated into English. Quality control checks will be done on the
translations, to verify the accuracy of the translations.
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Transcriptions of the focus groups, as well as information obtained from the in-depth
interviews will be analyzed in terms of the themes set out in the objectives of the
research. These themes will be explored and links made with other themes. Each
issue will be exhausted in terms of the content of the focus groups and conclusions
will be based on this content.
Observations made during the research process and informal discussions with
people in the area during the research process will also be taken into consideration.

3.3.

Quantitative Investigations

3.3.1.

Household Survey

Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire is attached in Appendix A: Household Survey Questionnaire. It
is designed to provide information on all the dwellings that the Head of the household
has lived in since s/he became an adult (which is defined as 18 years of age). It
includes relevant decisions and choices that s/he made regarding each dwelling. In
other words the database for this part of the questionnaire (q8-q66) will comprise of
more than just 1800 dwellings, but 1800 x Y dwellings (where Y = the number of
dwellings that the household head lived in since s/he became an adult. This provides
the opportunity to analyze data not only for the current dwelling, but also according to
other information needs, some examples are:
i.

Analysis of q8-66 for CURRENT DWELLING

ii.

Analysis of q8-66 for PLACE OF BIRTH - DWELLING

iii.

Analysis of q8-66 for FIRST DWELLING IN URBAN AREA (RURAL URBAN MOVE)

iv.

Analysis of q8-66 according to GENDER

The questionnaire format is complex for both interviewer and respondent, but the
format has been used successfully in other studies. Progressus will however pilot the
questionnaire before using it in the field to assess whether it will be easier for
respondents to relate to each house if s/he holds and example of that housing type
(as a picture) in front of him/her, rather than the format used on pages 4 - 5. The
current pictures and dates on pages 4 - 5 are just to guide the interviewer in the
discussion about each housing type and to ensure that s/he records all dwellings.
Many of the answer categories used in this questionnaire are based on previous
research done by Progressus, but there are some questions based on assumptions.
This will be verified during qualitative interviews in the field and finalized on the
questionnaire.
Sampling
Areas have been identified in Section 2 above. Each area will be clearly defined in
terms of borders and the identified area as a whole will be included in the sample
frame. Stand maps will be obtained from the local authorities and a ground
verification exercise be done to verify the accuracy of the maps. Where necessary
the maps will be updated.
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All the stands on the map will be numbered, using the existing stand numbers
indicated on the map, where possible. These numbers usually correspond with the
street address and make the identification of the stand easier. If the numbers do not
exist or do not correspond with the house numbers, the selected stands will be
identified with the map only.
A systematic sample of 100 stands will be employed in each area with a random
start.
In the event that stand maps should not be available (which is possible in informal
settlements) a map will be drawn from the ground and stands numbered. The same
system will be employed to draw the sample, as described above.
In the event of a respondent not being home, the identified household will be visited
at least on 3 different occasions. If a sampled household cannot be found after 3
visits, a prescribed replacement strategy will be followed, in order to replace the
housing unit in a non-biased way. Record will be kept of the number of replacements
and reasons for replacements. All efforts will be made to keep replacements to a
minimum, in order to ensure the accuracy of the data.
Fieldworkers
Experienced and trained Progressus monitoring staff will be used and interviewers
will be well trained. The main task of interviewers will be to conduct interviews with
household heads. The monitors will supervise and oversee the process, as well as
do quality control checking with regards to the sampling method and the
questionnaire completion.
Interviewers will be trained in the specifics of the project. The training will be
conducted according to a training programme developed through extensive research
and experience by Progressus. The training will focus on interviewing skills, life skills
required to cope with the interviewing situation, interpersonal skills, technical skills to
complete the questionnaire accurately and the sampling strategy, relevant to this
study.
Interviewers will be evaluated throughout the training to check learning and
understanding.
Data Gathering
Trained interviewers will visit the sampled plots door-to-door and will interview the
head of the household.
Monitors will check completed questionnaires in the field and in the case of missing
information or incorrect completion of the questionnaire the interviewer will return to
the household to rectify the questionnaire.
Data Capturing
Data will be captured onto a database in Epi-Info. Progressus will develop templates
and data capture protocols that will ensure the accuracy of the data capturing.
Data Analysis & Report
Data will be analyzed in terms of the objectives of the research and reported in
graphs and tables.
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3.3.2.

Entrepreneur Survey

Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire is attached in Appendix B: Entrepreneurs Questionnaire. It is
designed to provide information with regards to the role of property in the initiation,
operation and development of small business.
The questionnaire specifically probes the nature of the business, the extent to which
property was used to mobilize capital for the business venture; the role of the
property in generating income; the role of property in production of business
ventures; socio-cultural dimensions important in the understanding of township
residential property markets and perceptions about the investment value of property.
Sample
While significant attempts have been made to partner with organisations in order to
improve access to entrepreneur respondents and / or secure respondent lists, these
have to date been unsuccessful. In addition many agencies like Business Partners
and major banking groups do not target the small businessman with an income of
R 3500 to R 6000.
Therefore it is proposed that entrepreneurs are identified in the township areas where
we will be conducting the household surveys.
A convenience sample will be used, and entrepreneurs will be identified from the
following sources (amongst others):
n

Taxi Associations

n

Business property owners

n

Spaza shops

n

Service providers like mechanics, and other vehicle repairs shops, hairdressers,
bakeries, etc.

n

Private education facilities like crèches.

Data Gathering
Progressus will identify entrepreneurs and obtain permission from the entrepreneur
to conduct a short interview. Trained interviewers will interview the respondent.
Monitors will check completed questionnaires.
Data Capturing
Data will be captured onto a database in Epi-Info. Progressus will develop templates
and data capture protocols that will ensure the accuracy of the data capturing.
Data Analysis & Report
Data will be analyzed in terms of the objectives of the research and reported in
graphs and tables. Relevant comparisons will be made between the household
questionnaire and the entrepreneur questionnaire in order to identify possible
significant differences in perceptions and values about residential property.
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4.

Contextual Research

The overall terms of reference propose that township housing markets be researched
from a number of perspectives utilizing various research methodologies and tools.
Key to the success of the research is developing a rich and detailed understanding of
township property markets taking into account the location, historical, economic,
cultural, political, and other factors that may influence these markets.
In order to achieve this, it is proposed that in addition to a formal social survey of
residents in the various housing sub-markets, a qualitative investigation also be
undertaken. This will comprise four key components:
n

Contextual assessment and literature review of research and other writings on
the history and other aspects that relate to each selected area. The context of the
site will be investigated to document the historical, regulatory, governance,
economic and social trends that impacted on the residential property market in
the area. This will also include discussions with Local Government officials,
politicians, community leaders, and other relevant professionals.

n

Interviews (maximum three per area) with long-term residents and / or community
leaders in each selected area;

n

A “windshield” survey. This will comprise a visual assessment of the area to
determine, in general terms, the extent of investment by households in respect of
their residential properties and the standard and quality of investment in the
residential infrastructure (engineering and social) and how these are being
maintained. Wherever possible the visual data will be recorded, i.e. photographed
for comparative and contextual purposes.

n

Interviews with estate agents and developers active in each area.

An outline of the key issues for discussion in the unstructured interviews is attached
as Appendix C: Unstructured Interview Outlines.
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5.

Programme

Research Activity

Expected Time Frame

1. Questionnaire design & preparation

October 2003

2. Community consultations

November 2003 – ongoing

3. Qualitative fieldwork

November 2003

4. Contextual research

November 2003

4. Survey fieldwork

November – January 2003

5. Data Analysis

February 2003

6. Report

February 2003

Shisaka Development Management Services (Pty) Ltd.
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6.

Appendices: Research Instruments

6.1.

Appendix A: Household Survey Questionnaire

(attached)

6.2.

Appendix B: Entrepreneurs Questionnaire

(attached)

6.3.

Appendix C: Unstructured Interview Outlines

Developers
n

Length of time been operating in the area

n

No of units developed, no of units under development

n

Price ranges

n

Bonded / non bonded / subsidy units

n

Key obstacles

n

§

Level of demand / access to end-user finance

§

Access to bridging finance / land etc.

§

Interacting with local authorities

Other issues

Estate Agents
n

Length of time been operating in the area

n

What are general monthly volumes

n

Who is selling, who is buying

n

What are key obstacles
§

finance

§

knowledge of housing transactions

§

other issues

Long Term Residents
n

Length of time living in the area

n

How many generations

n

Whose home is it

n

How stable is the neighbourhood – how many people coming and going

n

Do they know of anyone selling / buying in the area

n

Why are people leaving and where are they moving to

n

Why are people arriving and where are they coming form
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n

What are the key issues in respect of quality of life in the area:
§

Environmental conditions

§

Crime issues

§

Political issues

§

Municipal services issues

§

Other, etc.
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1

TRPM Household Survey
Questionnaire
1.

Questionnaire Control:

Questionnaire Nr.:

2.

Interviewer Number:

3.

Date:

For Office Use Only

Questionnaire Verification:

Mistakes on
following pages:

Interviewer
corrected
mistakes

Sample Control:

House Number from sample list:

Corrections
verified by
Monitor

Visit Number:

FinMark Trust Household Survey: Proposed Questionnaire3/11/2003

Progressus Research & Development Tel (011) 782 5687

2

A.

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

4. Area

B.
Johannesburg: Protea North
Johannesburg: Diepkloof Ext
Johannesburg: Dube
Johennsburg: Kliptown
Johannesburg: Finetown
East Rand: Katlehong Phooko
East Rand: Thokoza Zonkiziswe
Durban: KwaMashu
Durban: Inanda Glebe
Durban: Westridge Newlands
Durban: Phoenix Bambayi
Durban Umlazi: Ntokozweni
Cape Town: Langa Bunga
Cape Town: Langa Settlersway 2
Cape Town: Langa Settlerway 1
Cape Town Delft: Delft South
Cape Town Khayelitsha/Gugulethu ??:
Nyanga: Millers Camp

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Shack in an Informal Settlement

1

Shack in an Site & Service Scheme Settlement

2

Old township stock

3

RDP House

4

Private Sector House – medium income

5

Private sector house – upper income

6

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

7. How many different dwellings have you lived in or owned from the time
that you left the house that you grew up in, up to now?

§

You are now living in a _____________ (specify type of dwelling). Can
you please tell me in what kind of dwelling did you live before this one,
and from which year to which you lived there? And before that? ….. etc.

§

Record each type of dwelling and the duration of stay in that dwelling.

5. Housing Type

6. Gender of respondent

FinMark Trust Household Survey: Proposed Questionnaire3/11/2003

Female

1

Male

2
Progressus Research & Development Tel (011) 782 5687

3

4
1
Type of dwelling: ____________________

Type of dwelling: ____________________
Year period stayed there: ______to ______
Or owned but not lived there

Year period stayed there: ______to ______
Or owned but not lived there

2

5
Type of dwelling: ____________________

Type of dwelling: ____________________
Year period stayed there: ______to ______
Or owned but not lived there

3
Type of dwelling: ____________________
Year period stayed there: ______to ______
Or owned but not lived there

FinMark Trust Household Survey: Proposed Questionnaire: 23/10/2003

Year period stayed there: ______to ______
Or owned but not lived there

6
Type of dwelling: ____________________
Year period stayed there: ______to ______
Or owned but not lived there

Progressus Research & Development Tel (011) 782 5687

4
Working from the pictures on the previous page, ask all the questions about each dwelling. Finish q9 – q74 for each dwelling, before you start with the next
dwelling. Make sure you include also dwellings that s/he owned but did not live in
15.
16.
14.
13.
12.
10.
11.
8.
9.
What was your MAIN
What type of TOILET
What form of
How many
In which
Interviewer
In which
Interviewer
water source?
FACILITY was available to
power / fuel did
separate rooms
year did
YEAR did
Nr.
Assessment
Assessment
you at this dwelling?
you mainly use in
did this dwelling
you move you move
Identify this
Where does
this dwelling?
OUT of this have?
TO this
type of
dwelling fit in
dwelling
dwelling?
dwelling
the
respondent’s
history of
dwellings?
1. House
2. Flat
3. Backyard
Room
4. Shack in
Informal
Settlement
5. Shack in a
Site & Service
Scheme
6. Domestic
Servants
Quarters
7. Hostel
8. Other
Record 6 & 7
once only if
employer
provided

1

99. Place of Birth
88. First urban
dwelling
st
(1 Rural –
Urban move)
77. Previous
dwelling
(before
current
dwelling)
66. Current
dwelling
OR
…. Specify
number
for other
dwelling

If place of
birth, write
-1

If still living
there write:
-1

Only count rooms
that were separated
with a permanent
wall, i.e. not rooms
separated by curtain

1. Electricity from
mains
2. Electricity from
Generator
3. Gas
4. Paraffin
5. Wood
6. Coal
7. Animal Dung
8. Solar energy
9. Other, specify

1. Piped tap water inside
dwelling
2. Piped tap water on
site/yard
3. Public/Communal tap
outside the yard
4. Borehole
5. Rainwater / Jojo tank
6. River/Stream/Spring
Dam / Stagnant water
7. Pump / well
8. Other, specify

Inside the dwelling:
1. Flush toilet
2. Chemical toilet
3. Pit latrine
4. Bucket toilet
Outside the dwelling, in the yard:
5. Flush toilet
6. Chemical toilet
7. Pit latrine
8. Bucket toilet
Communal toilet outside the
yard:
9.Flush toilet
10. Chemical toilet
11. Pit latrine
12. Bucket toilet
13. Other

66

-1

2
3
4
5
6
FinMark Trust Household Survey: Questionnaire Draft 7: 6/11/2003
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17.
How many
people
lived in
this
dwelling
(excluding
backyard
residents)?

18.
Who were the people
living in your
HOUSEHOLD?

19.
While living in this
dwelling, from which
of the following
sources did you (and
your spouse) receive
money?

Interviewer to assess
and code:
1. Nuclear family
(Parents & own children)
2.Nuclear family +
parents of household
head or spouse
3. Nuclear family plus
children or unmarried
relative /friends
4. One person alone
5. More than 1 single
person sharing house
6. Single-parent (mother)
household
7. Single-parent (father)
household
8. Child Headed
Household
9. Other

1. Salaries from Formal
Employment (Pay slip)
2. Own business
3. Informal work
(NO Pay slip)
4. Child maintenance,
Grants, Pension
5. Tenant Rentals
6. Money from other
household members
7. Other income

20.
How
many
backyard
rooms
did you
have on
this
property?

21.
IF Backyard
rooms:
How much
rent did you
receive in
TOTAL per
month from
all your
tenants in
these
backyard
rooms?

22.
IF Backyard
rooms:
What
proportion
of your total
household
income did
your get
from the
tenants?
Would you
say….

23.
IF
Backyard
rooms:
Were the
people
living in
the
backyard
room(s)
family?

24.
While
living in
this
dwelling,
did your
spouse
or
childrenunder-18
live in
another
dwelling?

25.
If spouse/
children
lived
elsewhere:

If they did not
charge rent,
write ‘0’

1. It was your
only source
of income, or
2. It was the
biggest
part
of your
income, or
3. It was a
smaller
part of
your
income?
4. No income
from tenants

1. Yes all
of them
2. Yes,
some of
them
3. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. In this
area
2. In this city
3. Other city
4. Rural
area
5. Other
country

Where did
they live?

26.
If spouse/
children lived
elsewhere:
What was the
main reason
why you did not
live together?

1. I went away to
work
2. Better schools
where they
lived
3. They had to
look after the
family home
4. Not enough
space here for
them
5. Divorced
6. Other, specify

1
2
3
4
5
6

FinMark Trust Household Survey: Questionnaire Draft 7: 6/11/2003
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27.
To what
extent would
you say did
this dwelling
meet your
housing
needs?

28.
IF SOME or
NONE
needs met:
Which
housing
needs were
not met?

29.
Did you run a
business from this
dwelling?

30.
What proportion of
your total household
income did your get
from this business?
Would you say….

1. Met ALL my
housing
needs
2. Met SOME of
my housing
needs
3. Met NONE of
my housing
needs

1. Quality
2. Size
3. Services
4. Safety
5. Location
6. Other,
specify

1. Yes
2. No

1. It was your
only source
of income, or
2. It was the
biggest
part
of your
income, or
3. It was a
smaller
part of
your
income?

31.
Where did you get
money to start your
business?

1. Loan from the Bank /
Lending Institution
2. Loan from family
/friend
3. Loan from Micro
Lender
4. Loan from Mashonisas
5. Loan from employer
6. Loan from local shop
7.Savings / Stokvel/ Own
money
8. Retrenchment
package
9. Pension payout /
Life policy
10. Built in stages –when
I had money
11. Other, specify

32.
How did you find this
dwelling?

33.
How easy
or
difficult
was it to
find this
dwelling?

34.
What was the main
reason why you
chose to live in this
dwelling?

1. Inherited from parents/
family
2. Friends/ family found a
place for me
3. I registered on a
housing waiting list.
4. Through estate agent/
advertisement
5. I found land/settlement
MYSELF to squat on
6. Family/ friends told me
about land/ settlement
that I could squat on
6. My employer helped
me
7. Walked from house to
house, asking for
place to rent
8. Other, specify

1. Very
easy
2. Easy
3. Difficult
4. Very
difficult

1. Lived with
parents/family
2. Could not afford
anything better
3. Close to work/ work
opportunities
4. Close to public
facilities
5. Close to good
schools
6. Received Govt.
subsidy for this
house
7. ‘Homeboy/girl’
neigbourhood
8. Close to
family/friends
9. Other, Specify

1
2
3
4
5
6

FinMark Trust Household Survey: Questionnaire Draft 7: 6/11/2003
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35.
Did you
buy or
rent this
dwelling
or
stayed
for free?

1. Bought
2. Rented
3. Lived
for free
4. Other,
specify

36.
How
easy or
difficult
was it
for you
to pay
for this
dwelling
at the
time?

0. Did not
pay
1.Very
easy
2.Easy
3.Difficult
4.Very
difficult

37.
If
RENTED
How
much
rent did
you pay
per
month

38.
If
RENTED:
To whom
did you
pay the
rent?

Including

39.
If
Bought:
How
much
did you
pay for
this
dwelling

40.
If
Bought:
Did you
apply for a
bond for
your home
and was it
approved?

41.
If Bought &
Not Applied
for Home
Loan:
Why did you
not apply for a
bond/
financing?

1. Yes, NOT
approved

1. I did not know
how to
2. The bank will
not finance
3. Unemployed
4. Did not have
title deeds
5 Other specify

42.
If Bought:
How did you pay
for the dwelling?

?

Services
?
1. A private
landlord
2. Council
3.Govt
4. Family
/Friends
5. Chief /
Tribal
leader
6. Other,
specify

2. Yes,
approved
3. No

1. Loan from the Bank /
Lending Institution
2. Loan from family
/friend
3. Loan from Micro Lender
4. Loan from Mashonisas
5. Loan from employer
6. Loan from building
material supplier
7.Savings / Stokvel/ Own
money
8. Retrenchment package
9. Pension payout /
Life policy
10. Built in stages –when
I had money
11. Other, specify

43.

44.

45.

46.

If Bought:
Apart from
the buying
price of the
dwelling,
did you
pay any of
the
following
people
money?

If Bought:
How easy
or difficult
was it to
complete
the
paperwork
to buy the
dwelling?

If Bought:
How easy
or difficult
was it to
understand
the
paperwork
that you
had to
complete
when
buying the
dwelling?

If Bought:
Did you
receive
any
document
s that
proved
your
ownership
of the
dwelling
and what
was it?

1. Lawyer
2. Bank
3. Estate
Agent
4. Govt
Official
5. Councilor
6. Other,
specify

1. Very
easy
2. Easy
3. Difficult
4. Very
difficult

0. N/A No
paperwork
1. Very easy
2. Easy
3. Difficult
4. Very
difficult

1.Received
nothing
2. Title
deeds
3. A receipt
4. Other
specify

1
2
3
4
5
6

FinMark Trust Household Survey: Questionnaire Draft 7: 6/11/2003
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47.
How were
you related to
the previous
owner or
landlord of
this
dwelling?

48.
Was this
dwelling
better, the
same or
worse than
the
previous
dwelling?

49.
If Better or
Worse:
What was
better / worse?

50.
While living in
this
neighborhood,
would you say
the community
leaders acted in
the best interest
of the
community or
did not do
much?

51.
How strong
was the
feeling of
togetherness
or closeness
in this
neighborhood
?

52.
While living in
this dwelling generally
speaking
would you say
that most
people could
be trusted or
that you had
to be careful
in dealing
with people?

53.
IF TRUSTED
How did
people show
their trust to
each other

54.
To what
extent were
people in
this
neighborhood willing
to help you
when you
were in
need?

55.
While living
in this
dwelling,
did you
participate
in any
community
activities in
which
people
came
together for
the benefit
of the
community?

56.
What help
did you
receive
from
people in
the
communit
y while
living
there?

1. No
previous
owner
2. My Parents
3. Other family
4. Friends or
Work
Colleagues
5. Strangers
6. Other, specify

1. No
previous
dwelling
2. Better
3. The same
4. Worse

1. Size
2. Quality
3. Services
4. Safety
5. Ownership
6. Lack of
ownership
7. Investment
8. No investment
8. Other specify

0. No leaders
1. Best interest of
community
2. Did not do much

1. Very distant
2. Somewhat
distant
3. Neither distant
nor close
4. Somewhat
close
5. Very close

1. Trusted
2. Had to
be careful

1. Lending
money
2.Borrowing
money
3.Looking after
children
4.Store credit
5.Other specify

1. Very willing
2. Somewhat
willing
3. Not at all
willing

1. Yes, specify
what they
did
2. No

1.No help
2.Helped to
find work
3.Received
food
4.Received
money
5.Received
help with
children
6.Other
specify

1
2
3
4
5
6

FinMark Trust Household Survey: Questionnaire Draft 7: 6/11/2003
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57.
While living
in this dwel
ling, did you
make any
improvement
s to the dwel
ling?

1. Yes
2. No

58.
IF IMPROVED:

59.
IF IMPROVED:

60.
IF IMPROVED:

What kind of
improvements did
you make?

How did you finance or
pay for the
improvements?

How did the
improvements
add value to
your property,
if any?

1. Accessed services
2. Extended the
house
3. Improved the
house
by adding
furnishings (tiles,
ceilings, fittings)
4. Added backyard
rooms for family
5. Added backyard
rooms for tenants
6. Added backyard
rooms for
business
7. Other, specify

1. Loan from the Bank /
Lending Institution
2. Loan from
family/friend
3. Loan from registered
Micro Lender
4. Loan from
Mashonisas
5. Loan from employer
6. Loan from building
material supplier
7.Savings / Stokvel/
Own money
8. Retrenchment package.
9. Pension payout /
Life policy
10. Built in stages –
when I had money
11. Other, specify

0. Did not add
value
1. Can sell for
more
2. Receive Rent
from tenants
3. Business
income
4. Bigger size
5. Better quality
6. Prettier
7. Other specify

61.
If you could
sell this
dwelling
today, how
much will you
sell it for?

62.
While living
here, how easy
or difficult did
you feel that it
would be for
someone to
remove you
permanently
from this
dwelling?

If the respondent
does not know,
ask to guess the
value of the
dwelling

1.Very easy
2.Easy
3.Difficult
4.Very difficult

63.
What was the Main
reason why you felt
it would be easy /
difficult to be
permanently
removed?

1. Did not own
dwelling
2. Stayed illegally
3. I was Poor
4. Did not know
anyone
that could help me
5. I owned dwelling
6. Family owned
7. Good relation with
landlord
8. I knew influential
people who would
help me
9. I could
defend/fight
for my ownership/
occupation
10. Other, specify

64.
While you were
living here, how
easy or difficult
was it to reach
important
places like
shops, clinics,
schools,
police transport,
etc. ?
1.Very easy
2.Easy
3.Difficult
4.Very difficult

1
2
3
4
5
6

FinMark Trust Household Survey: Questionnaire Draft 7: 6/11/2003
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65.
Which of the
following described
your thoughts
about this dwelling
most accurately,
while you were
living there?

1. It is a temporary
arrangement, where I
only want to stay for a
short while.
2. It is accommodation,
which I will trade for
something else when it
is necessary
3. It is a family home,
which I will never sell –
even if I have to move
family members will
take over

66.
What was the main
reason why you
moved out of this
dwelling?

1. I was
removed
2. Affordability
3. I inherited
another house
4. Needed bigger
accommodation
5. Needed more
privacy
6. Received a Gvt
subsidy House
7. Moved closer to
work
8. Moved to safer
area.
9 Moved to better
maintained area.
10. Other, specify

67.
When you
moved out,
what
happened to
the dwelling?
Did you….

68.
IF SOLD:

69.
IF SOLD:

70.
IF SOLD:

What was
the main
reason
why you
decided to
sell the
dwelling?

List all the
people in
your family,
if any, that
you had to
consult
before you
could sell
the house

How did you
find buyers
for the
house?

1. Sell the
dwelling?
2. Rent out the
dwelling?
3. Allowed
family/friends
to
stay for free?
4. Took the
shack
with you?
5. Don’t Know
6. Other, specify
7. N/A - Still lives
in
dwelling

1. I needed
the
money to
buy
another
house
2. Needed
money for
crisis
3. It was too
expensive
to live
here
4. Other,
specify

1. No-one
2. Spouse
3. Parents
4. Siblings
5. Other family
6. Community
leaders
7. Other,
specify

1. Estate
agent/
advertisement
2. Family/
friends
wanted this
dwelling
3. Community
leaders
identified
buyers

71.
IF
SOLD:

72.
IF
SOLD:

How did
you use
the
money
that you
received
for the
house?

How
much
did you
sell the
property
for?

1.Bought
another
house
2. Paid
debt
3.Bought
a car
4.Paid
school
fees
5.Paid for
daily
living
expenses
6.Other,
specify

73.
IF NOT SOLD:
What was the
main reason
why you
decided not to
sell this
dwelling?

1. It belonged to
my family
2. I wanted to
keep
it as a back-up
if my new
dwelling did
not work out
3. Tried, but
could
not sell it
4. Wanted rent
income
5. Did not have
papers to
transfer
dwelling
6. Other, specify

74.
Who
moved into
that
dwelling
after you
moved
out?

1. No one
moved in
2. Strangers
3. Parents
4. Other
family
5. Friends/
Colleagues
6. Don’t know
6. Other,
specify

1
2
3
4
5
6
FinMark Trust Household Survey: Questionnaire Draft 7: 6/11/2003
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At the moment, what is the total income for you and your spouse per month from the following sources (after deductions), and how often do you receive this
income?
MONTHLY
AMOUNT?

75.
77.
79.
81.

Salaries from Formal Employment for you and
your spouse
Salaries form informal employment from you
and your spouse
Money from own business like Selling things,
Spaza shop, shebeen, etc.
State transfers; Child Maintenance; Grants and
Pensions

83.

Tenant Rentals

85.
87.

76.

R

78.

R

80.

R

82.

R

84.

R

86.

Money from other household members R
Any other income? Specify:

HOW OFTEN?
1. Weekly or more
2. Twice a month
3. Monthly
4. Every second month
5. At least once a year

88.

R

89. Within in your current situation, how much are you willing and able to spend on good accommodation?
R
90. If you should loose your dwelling through a fire or storm, how will you obtain a new dwelling?
I will move back to family/friends permanently
1
I will move to a squatter settlement where I can live for free

2

I will rent a dwelling

3

I will rebuild my dwelling

4

I will buy a new dwelling

5

Other, specify

FinMark Trust Household Survey: Questionnaire Draft 7: 6/11/2003
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91. IF REBUILD / BUY: How will you pay for the new dwelling?
Insurance will pay for new house

1

Loan from bank / Lending Institution

2

Loan from family / friend

3

Loan from registered Micro Lender

4

Loan from Mashishonas

5

Loan from employer

6

Loan from Building material supplier

7

Savings / Stokvel / Own money

8

Other, specify:

Specify, Insurance

9

92. Do you have a bank or post office account?
Yes

1

No

2

IF YES, What kind of account?
93.

ATM Card

1

94.

Debit card

2

95.

A savings book

3

96.

A Post Office Account

4

97.

Savings/Transaction Account

5

98.

Current or Cheque account

6

99.

Credit Card (Visa/Masters/American
Express/Diners)

7

100.

Fixed Deposit bank account

8

101.

Money market account

9

102.

Mortgage bond / Housing loan

10

103.

Personal loan from the bank

11

104.

Vehicle financing

12

FinMark Trust Household Survey: Questionnaire Draft 7: 6/11/2003
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options &
Mark if
answer is
YES
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105.

Can we contact you again to participate in a follow-up survey in future?
Yes
1
No

2

Thank you for your time and effort!
End of Interview.
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TRPM Entrepreneur Survey
Questionnaire
1. Area
Johannesburg

1

East Rand

2

Durban

3

Cape Town

4

Female

1

Male

2

Taxi Owner

1

Business property owners

2

Spaza shop owner

3

Artisan (welder, mechanic, carpenter)

4

Crèche owner

5

2. Gender of respondent (Business Owner)

3. What kind of business do you have?

Other, specify

6

4. In which year did you start your business?

5. Where did you get the money to start your business?
Family/Friends

1

Bank

2

Lending Organization like NAFCOC, Umsobomvu, etc

3

Cash loan business

4

Store Credit

5

Savings / Stokvel

6

Pension / Insurance payout

7

Other, specify

8

6. What kind of security did you provide in order to obtain a loan?
N/A did not borrow money

1

House / Bond on house

2

Pension/Provident fund

3

Guarantee from friend / family

4

Other, specify

FinMark Trust Entrepreneur Survey: Proposed Questionnaire: 24/10/2003
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7. How easy or difficult was it to get funding to start your business?
Very difficult

1

Difficult

2

Average

3

Easy

4

Very easy

5

8. Why was it easy or difficult to get funding to start your business?

9. Do you have a bank account for the business?

10.

Yes

1

No

2

Savings

1

Cheque

2

Credit card

3

Yes

1

No

2

Own

1

Rent

2

Live for free

3

House

1

Flat

2

Backyard room

3

Shack in Informal settlement

4

Shack in Site & Service Scheme

5

Hostel

7

IF YES, What kind of account?

11. Do you have paid employees working for you?

12.

IF YES, How many employees?

13. Do you own, or rent property or live for free?

14. What kind of dwelling do you currently live in?

Other, specify
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Mark more
than 1
answer if
applicable

3

15. Which of the following statements describe your feelings about your current dwelling
most accurately?
It is a temporary dwelling, which I only want to stay for a short while

1

It is accommodation, that suits my needs now, which I will trade for something
better when the time is right

2

It is a

permanent dwelling, which I will never sell.

3

16. If you own a family home (in other words a home that belonged to your parents and
now the children have inherited the house), will you sell this house under any
circumstances?
Yes
1
No

2

Who can take the decision that the house can be sold?
The head of the household

1

All the siblings together

2

The siblings and other relatives

3

>Q17-18
>Q19

IF YES:
17.

Other, specify

4

>Q19

IF NO:
18.

What is the main reason why you will not sell this house?
It should stay in the family

1

I will keep it as a back-up plan

2

My siblings need a house

3

Cannot get reasonable price for my house

4

Other, specify

5

>Q19

19. Did living in this dwelling make it easier to START your own business?
Yes

1

>Q20

No

2

>Q21

Easier to obtain a loan

1

Did not have to rent business premises/space

2

Family work for free

3

Close to my clients/market

4

IF YES:
20.

How did it make it easier?

Other, specify
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4

21. Do you use your dwelling for business purposes?
Yes

1

>Q22-23

No

2

>Q24

Office at home

1

Food preparation

2

Workshop at home for my artisan services

3

Crèche at home

4

Shop at home

5

Store stock

6

IF YES:
22.

How do you use your home in your business?

Other, specify
23.

7

What proportion of your total monthly income is made up of work generated
at your home? Would you say.….
It your only source of income?
1
It is the biggest part of your income?

2

It is a smaller part of your income?

3

24. Do you sublet backyard rooms to tenants at your dwelling?
Yes

1

>Q25

No

2

>END

IF YES:
25.

What proportion of your total monthly income is generated through tenant
rentals? Would you say.….
It your only source of income?
1
It is the biggest part of your income?

2

It is a smaller part of your income?

3

Thank you for your time and effort!
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